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Evidence from Investor Behavior in 401(k) Plans
ABSTRACT:
We analyze the impact of a Web-based trading channel on the trading activity in two
corporate 401(k) plans. Using detailed data on about 100,000 participants, we compare
trading growth in these firms to growth for a sample of firms without a Web channel.
After 18 months of access, the inferred Web effect is very large: trading frequency
doubles, and portfolio turnover rises by over 50 percent. We also document several
patterns of Web-trading behavior. Young, male, and wealthy participants are more likely
to try the Web channel.  Frequent traders (before Web introduction) are less likely to try
the Web.  Participants who try the Web tend to stick with it.  Web trades tend to be
smaller than phone trades both in dollars and as a fraction of portfolio. “Short-term”
trades make up a higher proportion of phone trades than of Web trades.
JEL classification: D0, G0, L0, O0.
Keywords: 401(k), asset allocation, Internet, World Wide Web, online trading, new
economy, retirement saving.2
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Table I
401(k) Plan Characteristics
This table presents summary statistics for the 401(k) plans of firms Alpha and Omega.
Because of data availability, demographic information is limited to participants who had
positive plan balances or plan activity in 1998 or 1999.
Alpha Omega
Number of participants
1 More than 10,000 More than 50,000
Data range 5/19/97 – 3/3/00 1/27/97 – 1/26/00
Number of investment options 11 36
Company stock available in plan? No Yes
Percent of plan assets in equity
2, 3 78.2% 40.4%





2, 4 40.7 52.8
Average years since original hire
2, 4 8.6 18.6
Average plan balance
2, 4 $68,202 $112,456
Average contribution rate
2, 5 6.49% 9.27%
Percent of participants who trade at
least once in sample
41% 45%
Month of Web introduction August 1998 August 1998





Average trades per month per
participant after Web introduction
6
0.1285 0.1407




Percent of participants who trade at
least once on Web
24% 15%
1 All participants in sample, including those who drop out of the plan before the end of the sample.
2 At year-end 1999.
3 Includes all equity mutual fund and company stock balances.
4 Participants who had positive plan balances at year-end 1999 or who had plan activity in 1998 or 1999.
5 Current employees as of year-end 1999 only.
6 All sales and purchases on a given day by a participant are counted as one “trade.”34
Table II
Determinants of Trading Frequency
The dependent variable, TRADES, is the percent of participants in each company who
trade on each day. WEB is a dummy set to one if Web trading has been introduced.
WEB * TIME is the interaction of WEB and TIME, the number of calendar days that have
passed since Web trading was introduced. NON-WEB INDEX is the equally-weighted
average of the daily percent of plan balances traded between asset classes for 17
companies without Web trading. |S&P 500| and |LAG S&P 500| are the absolute values
of the S&P 500 return today and yesterday, respectively. (S&P 500)
2 and (S&P 500)
2 are
the squares of |S&P 500| and |LAG S&P 500|, respectively. STD(S&P 500) is the twenty-
day lagged standard deviation of the S&P 500 price return. |COMPANY STOCK| and
|LAG COMPANY STOCK| are the absolute values of the company stock’s return today
and yesterday, respectively. (COMPANY STOCK)
2 and (LAG COMPANY STOCK)
2 are
the squares of |COMPANY STOCK| and |LAG COMPANY  STOCK|, respectively.
STD(COMPANY STOCK) is the twenty-day lagged standard deviation of the company
stock price return. START WEEK, END WEEK, START MONTH, and END MONTH are
dummies set to one if the day is the first trading day of the week, the last trading day of
the week, the first trading day of the month, and the last trading day of the month,
respectively. RULE CHANGE is a dummy set to one for Omega after the institution of a
new rule restricting trading on an international fund. TREND is the number of calendar
days that have elapsed since January 1, 1997. Newey-West robust standard errors (five
lags) are reported in parentheses below the OLS point estimates.
SEE NEXT PAGE FOR TABLE35



















































































* Significant at the 5 percent level
** Significant at the 1 percent level36
Table III
Determinants of Turnover
The dependent variable, TURNOVER, is the daily dollar value of all sales as a percent of
total balances on that day. WEB is a dummy set to one if Web trading has been
introduced. WEB * TIME is the interaction of WEB and TIME, the number of calendar
days that have passed since Web trading was introduced. NON-WEB INDEX is the
equally-weighted average of the daily percent of plan balances traded between asset
classes for 17 companies without Web trading. |S&P 500| and |LAG S&P 500| are the
absolute values of the S&P 500 return today and yesterday, respectively. (S&P 500)
2 and
(S&P 500)
2 are the squares of |S&P 500| and |LAG S&P 500|, respectively. STD(S&P
500) is the twenty-day lagged standard deviation of the S&P 500 price return.
|COMPANY STOCK| and |LAG COMPANY STOCK| are the absolute values of the
company stock’s return |LAG COMPANY STOCK|, respectively. STD(COMPANY
STOCK)  is the twenty-day lagged standard deviation of the company stock price return.
START WEEK, END WEEK, START MONTH, and END MONTH are dummies set to one
if the day is the first trading day of the week, the last trading day of the week, the first
trading day of the month, and the last trading day of the month, respectively.  RULE
CHANGE is a dummy set to one for Omega after March 19, 1999 to reflect a new rule
instituted to restrict trading on an international fund. TREND is the number of calendar
days that have elapsed since January 1, 1997. Newey-West robust standard errors (five
lags) are reported in parentheses below the OLS point estimates.
SEE NEXT PAGE FOR TABLE37



















































































* Significant at the 5 percent level
** Significant at the 1 percent level38
Table IV
Demographics of Web Traders
This table presents the results of a binary logit regression of the likelihood of trading at least once
on the Web in the sample, conditional upon trading at least once since Web trading was
introduced. Participants must have been enrolled before Web introduction and had a positive plan
balance or plan activity in 1998 or 1999 in order to have a full set of right-hand-side variables and
be included in the regression. MALE and MARRIED are dummies set to one if the participant is
male and married, respectively. AGE is the participant’s age at December 31, 1999, and TENURE
is the log of the number of years since the participant’s original hire date, as of December 31,
1999. SALARY is the log of 1999 salary, and BALANCES is the log of total plan balance at year-
end 1999. PARTICIPATION LENGTH is the log of the number of years since the participant
originally enrolled in the plan. PRE-WEB TRADES PER MONTH is the number of trades per
month the participant executed before the introduction of the Web. CONTRIBUTION RATE is the
contribution rate effective at year-end 1999, in integers (e.g. “5” percent). TERMINATED and
RETIRED are dummies set to one if the participant has been terminated or retired, respectively as
of year-end 1999. Standard errors are given in parentheses below the point estimates.















































* Significant at the 5 percent level
** Significant at the 1 percent level39
Table V
Distribution of Trade Entry Times By Channel
This table presents the trades that have been entered through each channel at each hour
(U.S. Eastern Time) since Web trading was introduced, as a percent of all trades that have
gone through each channel since the introduction of Web trading.
Alpha Omega
Time Phone Web Phone Web
12:00 A.M. – 8:59 A.M. 5.8% 12.0% 4.2% 13.6%
9:00 A.M. – 9:59 A.M. 2.6% 4.0% 3.1% 4.1%
10:00 A.M. – 10:59 A.M. 3.5% 4.9% 3.6% 4.7%
11:00 A.M. – 11:59 A.M. 4.2% 4.8% 3.7% 5.1%
12:00 P.M. – 12:59 P.M. 4.4% 5.7% 5.1% 7.0%
1:00 P.M. – 1:59 P.M. 5.2% 6.9% 6.1% 7.9%
2:00 P.M. – 2:59 P.M. 8.6% 8.6% 9.7% 10.5%
3:00 P.M. – 3:59 P.M. 46.4% 26.7% 51.2% 29.1%
4:00 P.M. – 4:59 P.M. 5.3% 4.6% 6.3% 2.9%
5:00 P.M. – 11:59 P.M. 13.9% 21.9% 7.0% 15.0%
Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%40
Figure 1. Alpha: Daily trading frequency, 20-trading-day moving average. On each
trading day, the percent of participants enrolled in company Alpha’s 401(k) plan who


















































































































































































































Figure 2. A simulated realization of an x path for an individual trader. This figure
plots a simulated path for the current flow cost of an individual’s Web use.   Whenever
the flow cost lies above a critical threshold, x* (see formula in the appendix), the
individual does not pay the flow cost, stays off of the Web, and uses the phone to execute
trades.  When the flow cost lies below x*, the individual actively uses the Web and is
able to trade on the Web when sufficiently appealing trading opportunities arise. This
simulation assumes the following model calibration: pv =.5, pw = 1, mv = .1, mw = .2, sv =











0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
Years since introduction of Web
x* = 1.0242
Figure 3. Trading channel tree. This figure traces the channels through which
participants trade, starting with their first Web trade. The top number in each box is the
number of participants who reach that particular node, across both companies. For
example, 15,421 participants made at least one Web trade (column 1).  Column 2 shows
that 9,172+1,241 = 10,413 participants traded again.  9,172 (88% of 10,412) made that














































Figure 4. Average dollars per trade, 20-trading-day moving average. The dollar value
of each day’s trades on each channel is summed and divided by the number of
participants who traded through that channel on that day. A moving average constructed



































































































































































Figure 5. Average turnover per trader by channel, 20-trading-day moving averages.
For each day we form a subsample of all of the participants who traded on that day,
calculate their individual turnover rates (percent of day-end balance traded on that day),
and then average these individual turnover rates by channel. A moving average




































































































































































Figure 6. Average balance of traders, 20-trading-day moving average. The average
day-end balances of participants who traded through each channel on each day are
calculated. A moving average constructed using the most recent 20 trading days is



































































































































































Figure 7. Percent of trades that are “reversed” trades, 20-trading-day moving
average. “Reversed” trades are defined as trades that at least partially reverse a trade
executed no more than five trading days prior, or trades that are at least partially reversed
no more than five trading days hence. We divide the number of participants executing a
reversed trade through each channel on each day by the total number of participants
trading through that channel on that day. A moving average constructed using the most
recent 20 trading days is displayed on the graphs.
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